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CHAPTER I

THE PRC3LEM
A.

TEE AIMS AND

R J~. TIONALE

FOE THE STUDY

Th is is a s tudy of four nursing ca re faciliti es in Portla nd, Cre gan
in 1975-1976, which examines the relationship between leadership style
ctnd staff satisfaction, leadership style and patient satisfaction,and
s taff satisfaction and patient satisfaction.
Experientially
staff and clients.

administr~tive

style seems to have an impact on

If this is the case, administrators, supervisors,

and direct service people need to be aware of this impact on service
delivery systems and individual clients to selectively support the most
beneficial leadership styleG
This study examines nursing home settings because they are primary
service delivery systems, they employ a variety of professionals and
nonprcfessionals, and they are a secondary setting for social workers.
Further motivaticr. for choosing nllI'sing home settings includes the lack
of research involvir.g nursing care facilities, espectally pertaining to
social work consultation.

BQ

AssU}:rpTICNS

Organizational theory provides a way of examining leadership styles
in nursing home set ti ng s •

"An orga niza ti onal theory is a conceptual

point of referer..ce that prepares us to better
tion.

understand an organiza

It is not limjted to the tight logical meaning it carries in the

hard sciences but rather takes on a more generalized and flexible mean

3

determines policy and rnakes all decisions.,,4

Argyris sup-:r-ests that

the autocratic leader expects his subordinates to provj.de minimal con
trol over their workada:t world, to be passive and dependent, to have a
short time perspective, and to have shallow abil:ities. 5
the autocra tic leader an inner directed rna:1ager.

~~e

Hoare calls

sug?e sts the inner

directed ma.nager is characterjzed by being
"interested primarily in developing neat, logical,
efficient work systems and proceedures •••• There is
one, and only one, best way to get the job donee •••
Building an organization represents a gradual but
consistent unfolding of the fundamental rind inexor
able logic of the o~e best system •••• Since the system
is held to represent the one best way of getting the
job done, it is imperative to follow it exactly and
permit no deviations. Cooperation and ccordination
of human effort is built into the system so that,
if each individual performs his part of the total
task as it is supposed to be performed, then the
total effort will be harmonious, efficient, and
unified •••• Control and design of the system becomes
management ' s main tasks~ There can be only one
system and this must be guaranteed through the high
e s t aut hority of manageI'1ent •••• vJith the need of
close control, t here is also the need for many
layers of supervision •••• There is also a de~and for
detailed r eports and information regarding each
step in the work process a~d more or less constant
controlv ••• Followihg the system appears to become
more i mport-3.nt than o~er-all resul ts to !T.anagement
and employees alike."
Next on the continuim this study places leadership style that
allows input before the leader makes the decision.

Thjs type of lead

ership is self-explanatory.

4Anthony Athcs and Robert E. Coffey,
Multidimensional View, (Englewood Cliffs:
r:::

JChris Argyris, Personalit
System and the I~dividual,

&nd Or anization: The Conflict Bet\tJeen
Harper and Brothers, 1957 , p. 66.

6:Uavid G. Hoore , "Human Relations in Organization", in Concents
and Issues in Administr ative Behavior, edited by Sidney ¥~ilick, tEngle
wood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1962), p. 197.
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Then on the continuim this study rlaces tr:e dc mocr'G tic leadership
style

"The democra tic leaner dra'A's ideas a nc

Q

su~a8S ti O!1S

from hj s

follo\Olers and encourages th8m to 't Jarticipate in things that concern
In some C2ses, he may let the group detp.rrn ine policy; in others

t'1em.

he may ask their a dvice but make the fi~al decisio:-j himself. 7
deMocratic leader holds to the philosophy that

"m~~ ~ gempnt

development of pecple and not the direction of things.,,8
t he democra tic l eader

t he ot her G~ rected Ira nager.

The

is the

Moore ca11s

Thp. 0 ther dj roc ted

mana?er holds the conviction "that those closest to the scene of action
c2n make certain More appropriate and valid

deci~ions

than the

hi~her

1 evels of au thori ty. ,,9

At the other end of the cor..tinuim thls study p=..aces the laissez
f2.ire style of leade:-sh ip"

IJaissez-faire leadershi p is characteri 7.ed

by ar. absence of supervision or influence.

visor nor the group

n e ~ber

" ••• 'JI'hen nei ther the super

has substantial influence on a mattRr of

orga.n i zational relevz.:.dce, t!1e surervisory style nay be cMlled one of
a bdicatior..

~Tvery l'+t'"'
h'
l"' .... e .J.ea d erS.,lp
occurs au-I- a 11.••• tt

. '"
lV

"The frce

rein :i.eader plays down his role in the group's actjvities and acts
primarily to

prov~.de infor~ationt

rraterials, and facilitjes fer the

group i.n accomplishine its objectives.

Ee exercises a mi!1imuro of

control. nll
7Athos and Coffey, p. 163-164.
8Sister gelen Paula Grant, The Influence of Tradition on the Process
(Port1.and, Oregon: MS/I! rracticuJTl Portland
.:; L-ate T)nlVerslty, 1970 , p. 6.
~: Cr£:c:n~zati?nal Chan~e,

o

/y.oore, p.

199~

10Hunt and Larson, p. 68.
11

Athcs and Coffey, p.

164~
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This conceptual continuim of Jeadership

sty~es,

wj th paints for

authoritarian, democratic, and ldissez-faire leadership style s ,

enable ~

this study to explore leadership styles in nursing hon:es and place
them along this hypothetical cont i nuim.

This conceptual construc t of

a continuim of leadership styles is a basic a ss un:rtion of thi s study.

Conceptualizing this continuim does not suggest that pure
al forms exist.

On the contrary, "pure organizational forns do not

exist in the real worl d.,,12
one way of

organizatic~-

exami ~g

However , conceptualizing this continuim is

leadership styles.

c.

REiJ I E',: OF Tl:-!E LIT"TATCRE

A number of studies examine the leadership role.

In reviewing the

literature, Argy ris suggests that "successful employee-centered super
visors who were liked by the employees had supervisors who: 1)
them partic:!.pa te in decision mak ing.
of their work.

2)

Let

Let them know what he thinks

3) Frequently ask him for his opinion_ttl) Likert in

another review of the literature sta tps "supervisors wi th the best
records of

perfor~4nce

focus their primary attention on the human

aspects of their subcrdinates' problems and on endeavoring to build
effective work groups with high performance goals.,,14

Likert draws

this conclusion from the results of several different studies of
l2Charles F. Grosser, New Direc t i ons in Community Organization,
(New York:
Praeger, 1973), p. 128 e
13Argyris, p. 190.

14R. . enslS T
ke r t , New Patterns of Hanagement, (New York: McGraw
..\...11O
0

Hill, 1961), p. 7.
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dif:'erent types

C~~

viork si tuations including

~ler'-:C'al,

facturing occupations" (Bose 1957; Ganguli 19'::7;

KCiLn

s2.::es, ar:d

1956; Katz

Y.ahn 1951 and 1952; Katz, l'iaccoby and r":orse 19;0; Likert and

!"'!~nu-

and

·{.ii~lits

1940). 15
"Perhaps the most persistAnt and thorou ghly

between successful and unsuccessful
distribution or
: OL/)
,,(.n 16
•

sharin~

p ••• has to do vIi th t'1e

of the If.' ade!'ship funct::'cn." (Katz and J<ar.r,

Litwin's study (1968)

ed organization results in

a high level of

J·? af~ershj

j e ~onstrated dj~ference

lc~

sur;~p.sts

job

~ower perfor~ance;

that an aut.hcritP.rian structlJr

satisfactio~,

low performance, and

while a democratic organization

results in a hiCh level of affiliation, high level of mo ti.vation, high
job satisfaction, innovative performance, and overall low productj.onOl
/

Tbis sari1e study distinguishes a tEamwork managemf!nt approach wi th the
ad~~nistrator

making the decisions

a~d

suggests that this approach

results in innovative performance, high satisfaction,high motivation,
high productivity, and high perceived efficiency.

In s t udying derr.ocratic leadership Campbell (1952) reports that
shared leadership increases cohesiveness, productivity,

~ob

satisfaction

J.nc moralp., a broader time perspective, and greater flexibili t y in bp.
havior~

At thp. same time democratic leadership decreases the amount

of in terperson~] hostili ty, frus tra tion, aggression,

cor~plai nts,

of dependence and submissiveness, and the need for scapegoats.

degree
Posi

tive findings about democratic leadership style are also sugfested by
r'~cCorrUck and

Green (1938,1953). 1-':cCorttick and Green's study reports

15Likert, p. 7.

16D•

(~ew

Ka tz and R. I

Kahn, The Social Psychology of Crganizations,
York: Wiley, 1966), p. 331-332.
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that self-control by employees increases production and decreases absen
teeism and job turnover.
Other research suggests that more effective supervisors tend to
look at long range goals, spend more time on moti vational goals, and
give their employees freedom and self-responsibility.

(Whyte 1953,

Mann and Dent 1954, Zaleznik 1956, Baumgartel 1956, Katz 1951).
Argyris (1954) reports that the employees! degree of morale increases
as the degree of directive leadership decreases.

Bhushan (1971)

reports democratic leadership is preferred by employees over ambiguous
or authoritarian leadershipo
A number of studies have focused on leadership style and produc
tivity.

The findings suggest that production is higher when the super

visor is democratic and open to employee participation in making deci
sions. (Kahn 1958, Coch and French 1948, Guest 1962).

Morse and

Reimer (1959) state that "building productivity through participative
methods is a longer process, but likely to be more lasting.,,1?

"Re

search indicates that supervisors who devote themselves exclusively
to production matters and the observance of routine institutional
duties are not the heads of high-producing groups nor of groups with
18
high morale."(Pelz 1949)
The findings of a study by Barnes (1960) questions the usefulness
of management orientations that stress profits, productivity, and
York:

1?Paul Pigors and Charles Myers, Personnel Administration, (New
McGraw Hill, 1951), p. 21.

18Daniel Katz, ''Human Relationships and Organizational Behavior",
in Conce ts and Issues of Administrative Behavior, edited by Sidney
Mailick, Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1962 , p. 183.
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practicality to the exclusion of other values"

This study finds no

relationship between high performance and job satisfaction.

However,

the study suggests that the more open system encouraged less constraint,
greater autonomy, more interaction, and more upward influence,.

"The

relatively ope n system apparently accompanies a l es s rigid so cial
structure, less status consciousness, and higher satisfaction~,,19
Barnes states that productivity cannot be compared accurately in this
study, however management is more satisfied in an open system.
In a closed system Barnes suggests that individuals may be re
warded artificially for status rather than for actual work contributions.
The closed system may also generate competition, controls, and inter
actions that separate management's logics from subordinates needs and
contributions"

"Barnes study and others suggest that whenever people

feel they can get the help they need to do a good job, and when they
can grow because of what they do at work, their basic needs - as human
beings - can motivate them to make an all-out effort toward organization
al goals.,,20
Other research focuses on laissez-faire leadership.

'~e

know

from experiments and field research that laisezz-faire leadership
creates more tension and anxiety than does either democratic or auto
cratic,,"

Kelly (1970) reports that individuals prefer active versus

passive leadership techniques in development groups.

This seems to be

true of employees in organizations also. (Vujtech 1971)10
19 .
Plgors and Myers, p" 133.
20
!l?i£e, p .. 113"
21Argyris, p. 192"

Lippit and

9

Bradford (1945) report that individuals experience greater frustration,
failure, and insecurity with laissez-faire leadership than with any
other style of leadership.
Other research seems to contradict some of the previously mention
ed studies.

Catell, Saunders, and Stice (1953) report that democratic

leadership is not a solution and that the situation is much more com
plicated tha.n that.

Other studies suggest

"no really substantial,

reliable, or general correlation between satisfaction and productivity."
(Bayfield and Crockett 1955; Herzberg, Mausner, Peterson, and Capwell

1957; Kahn 1960; Opsahl and Dunnette 1966; Smith and Cranny 1968; Vroom
1964).

22

Haythorn, Couch, Haefner, Langhan, and Carter (1956) concur

that democratic leadership is not the solution and that factors such
as match between leader and members styles, and task demands are impor
tant considerationsQ
Another facet of leadership style that has been researched involves
examining the impact of supervisors who consider their employees as
individuals rather than as a means to production.

Studies indicate

that this dimension effects employees in a positive direction (Likert
and Willits 1940, Morse 1953).
Leadership styles are also examined in terms of the effect on
clients.

For professional work a positive relationship exists between

job satisfaction and performance.

Hoppock 1935, Super 1939, and Blau

1964 report the more democratic the supervisor the more client oriented
22patricia Cain Smith, Lorne M. Kendall, and Charles L. Hulin,
The Measurement of Satisfaction in Work and Retirement: A Strate
for
the Study of Attitudes, (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1969 , p. 3.

10

the subordinatesg

Also conflicts among staff members seem to result

in a negative consequence for clients (Caudill 1958, Stanton and
Schwartz 1954).
Turning to nursing home settings, Sydnor and Wold (1974) report
the security that the institutionalized elderly feel regarding the
23
care they receive is positively associated with their morale.
The
literature reveals few studies that focus on leadership styles in
service delivery systems and none this researcher is aware of that
focus on leadership styles in nursing care facilities.

D.

QUES TIONS TO BE EXPLORED

The questions to be explored in this study center around leader
ship style, staff satisfaction, and patient satisfaction in nursing
home settingsg

Specifically, what is the relationship between leader

ship style and staff satisfaction in nursing homes?

What is the rela

tionship between leadership style and patient satisfaction?

Is staff

satisfaction related to patient satisfaction?
The hypothesis to be explored in this study are:
1.

Staff satisfaction is positively correlated to staff percep

tion of the leadership as democratic.
2.

Staff perception of the management being oriented to people

as individuals is positively correlated to staff satisfaction.
3.

Staff perception of the leadership as democratic is positively

23Gail Olmstead Sydnor and Patricia Mears Wold, Some Correlates
of Morale Among Nursipg Home Residents, (Portland, Oregon: MSW practicum
Portland State University, 1974), p. 34.
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correlated to staff perception of the management being oriented to
people as individuals.

4Q

Patient satisfaction is positively correlated to the perceived

democratic leadership style.

S. Patient perception of the management being oriented to people
as individuals is positively correlated to patient satisfaction.

6.

Staff satisfaction is positively correlated to patient satis

faction.

7.

Staff and patient perceived harmony among the staff is posi

tively correlated to patient satisfaction.

CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
A. THE SELECTION OF NURSING HOMES

For this study a number of nursing homes were randomly selected
from a listing of nursing facilities in the Portland, Oregon metro
politan area that serve approximately 100

~r

more patients.

The admin

istrators of these homes were then contacted, first by phone and then
in person, to discuss their possible participation in this study.
Seven nursing home administrators were contacted in this manner.
Three of the seven administrators declined to participate in the
study.

One of the administrators declined to

scheduling conflicts.

participate due to

The other two who declined expressed concerns

about the possible negative reactions the staff and patients might
have if they participated in the study.

One administrator stated that

staff should never be placed in a position of evaluating management
because staff are unqualified to judge leadership ability and unaware
of what is involved in the operation of an organization.

Other fears

expressed concerned possible stimulation of staff unrest leading to
unionism, infringement of patients' right to privacy, and undermining
of supervisors.

Other comments about the study included the question

aire is too long, the study suggests change which would not be forth
coming, the questions suggest a negative response, and the writing
down of an opinion makes that opinion difficult to change and in a
sense makes that opinion a commitment to a belief.
Four nursing home administrators agreed to participate in the

13

study.

One of the four had strong objections to patients being inter

viewed due to unfavorable past experiences where patients were con
fused and troubled after a survey experieRce.

The hesitation of

administrators to allow the interviewing of pati ents and the time
restrictions of this study led to the decision to eliminate this por
tion of the study.

B.

DESCRIPTIONS OF HOMES

The study includes four nursing care facilities, ranging in time
of operation from six years to

fifty years, with two facilities

private agencies, one sectarian nonprofit, and one public ownership.
Two of the facilities are located in urban settings.
located in

an upper middle

One facility is

class suburban setting and one facility

is located in a suburban/rural

setting.

Two of the four administrators have medical backgrounds.

One

administrator has a business background and one has a religious back
ground.

Three of the facilities are certified for intermediate or

semi-skilled nursing care,

and residential care.

One of the facilities

is certified for skilled nursing care, intermediate or semi-skilled
care,

and also has five residential care patients (five residential

care patients or under does not require certification).
The total patient population per home ranges from 94 patients to
173 patients.

Welfare patients per home are 10 percent, 20 percent,

90 percent , and 95 percent of the total patient population. The
average private patient fee for each of the four facilities for inter
mediate or semi-skilled care is $565.20 a month, $604.50 a month,
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$690.00 a month, and $750.00 a month.
The four nurs ing homes range from forty-nine staff positions to
ninety-seven staff positions.

Three of the four have staff/patient

ratios of one staff position to two patients.
staff position fo three patients.

One facility has one

All of the nursing homes in this

study use part time help in some degree; however, one of the nursing
homes relies heavily on part time help and hence has more staff per
staff positions.
A great variation in staff positions exist between the four
nursing homes.

In addition to

registered nurses, licensed practical

nurses, nurse aides, and ancilary staff, two of the four nursing facil
ities employ full time physical therapists.
time activity directors.

Two of the four employ full

One of the facilities employs a full time

dietitian, a full time occupational

therapist, and a full time social

service worker.
All four nursing care facilities used in this study employ consul
tants to meet part of t heir needs.

However, the type of consultant

employed and the hours used varies considerably between the four facil
ities.

Two of the four homes use the services of a physical therapist

consultant (six hours a month and four hours a month).

Three of the

facilities employ dietitian consultants (sixty-four hours a month, four
hours a month, and three hours a month).

Two of the homes employ occu

pational therapist consultants (five hours a month and four hours a
month).

Two of the four employ a medical records consultant (eight

hours a month and four hours a month).

Two of the four employ phar

micists (100 hours a month and 100 hours a month).

One of the four

employs a speech therapist consultant (twenty-four hours a month).

One

15

of the four facilities reports a medical doctor as a consultant (thirty
hours a month).

One of the four reports a psychiatrist consultant

(sixteen hours a month).

One facility reports using a social work

consultant from different sources ( a welfare social worker eight
hours a month, a Vet erans' social worker two hours a month, and a
private social worker two hours a month).

In addition, one of the

facilities has a four day a week beauty operator.
Differences between facilities in the staff's length of time with
the agency, education, and age, are also evident (Appendix A).

The

many differences between the four homes are not viewed as a liability
to this study as the study is not a comparison of the four facilities.
The differences are hence viewed as interesting side issues and are not
dealt with in this paper.

C.

THE SAMPLE

A sampling of staff from each of the four facilities was selected
with the approval of the administrators of two of the nursing care
facilities and with the approval of the assistant administrators of two
of the facilities.

Care was taken to insure the sample would include

three levels of staff: administrative, supervisory, and line staff.
Staff from all departments including health care, maintainance, kitchen,
and clerical, were included.

The sample from the health care depart

ment includes staff from the day, swing, and graveyar d shifts.

The

study aimed for a sampling of half of each facility but compromised
with the nursing homes when necessary.
The sample from nursing home A included the administrator, three

16

of the ten non-nurse professionals, five of the thirteen ancilary staff
positions, the director of nurses, six of the twelve health care staff
day shift including supervisors, three of the eight health care staff
swing shift including supervisors, and three of the five health care
staff graveyard shift including supervisors.

The sample from nursing

home B included the administrator, three of the seven ancilary staff
positions, three of the seven maintainance department positions includ
ing the supervisor, five of the twelve housekeeping department positions
including the supervisor, eleven of the twenty-three kitchen staff
including the supervisor, the director of nurses, eight of the fifteen
health care staff day shift including supervisors, seven of the twelve
health care staff swing shift including supervisors, and seven of the
seven health care staff graveyard shift including supervisorsu
The sample from nursing home C included the assistant administrator,
the one ancilary staff position, five of the ten kitchen staff includ
ing the supervisor, two of the five housekeeping staff, the director
of nurses, seven of the sixteen health care staff day shift including
supervisors, one of the nine health care staff swing shift, and one of
the s ix health care staff. graveyard shiftG

The sample from nursing

home D included the administrator, the assistant administrator, one of
the three ancilary staff positions, three of the three laundry depart
ment staff including the supervisor, six of the sixteen kitchen staff
including the supervisor, eleven of the twenty-six health care staff
day shift including supervisors, eight of the eighteen health care
staff swing shift including supervisors, and four of the ten health
care staff graveyard shift including the supervisoro

17

D.

THE SCHEDULE

liThe two major methods of learning systematically about employee
attitudes are the questionaire and the interview.
questionaire is most wide ~ used.

Of the two, the

The questionaire roothod is less

expensive, requires fewer traine d persormel, and is not subject to such
drawbacks as the personal biases of the interviewer." 24

Hence the

schedule or attitude survey method of obtaining data was selected for
this study.
"The objectives of the attitude survey are 1) to determine what is
important within the environment to the employee; 2) to determine the
degree to which managers me et the human needs of the organization; 3) to
pinpoint the specific strong and weak points of company policies and
practices; 4) to evaluate the company's physical facilities and working
conditions; 5) to find out wha t employees feel a nd think; and 6) to
determine informat i on and training needs.

Subsidiary objectives are

the release of tension through the expression of dissatisfactions and
the expression by management of concern, if nothing else, about what
the employees fee 1 and think.,,2S

This study's schedule attempts to

address some of these areas.
The original intent of the study was to create an attitude survey
that could be administered to the staff and patients of nursing homes.
Hence, the questions were designed to be as applicable to patients as

to s t aff (Append i.x C).
24Pigors and Ywers, p. 288-289.

25Ibid ., p. 288.
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Questions one through four were constructed to elicit biographical
information about the respondent: position with the agency, length of
association with the agency, highest level of education completed, and
ageg

Questions five and six explore degree of satisfaction with the

agency and satisfaction with personal treatment at the agencYe

The

perceived amount of participation in decision making allowed at the
agency and hence the style of leadership at the agency is explored in
questions seven through ten.

Questions eleven through thirteen elicit

information concerning perception about how capable and willing people
are to make decisions, and hence an indicator of leadership style on
a philosophical levelo

Questions fourteen and fifteen explore the

perceived harmony at the agency.

Questions sixteen elicits perception

about the management's philosophy and hence leadership style at the
agency.

Question seventeen elicits information concerning perception

of being treated as an individual with feelings and hence perception
of leadership style at the agencYe

E.

Space was provided for comments.

THE PROCEEDURE

Questionaire schedules that could be quickly self-administered by
all levels of staff were left with the designated nursing home represen
tative (administrator or assistant administrator) with a specific
guideline as to how many staff from each department and each shift need
ed to participateo

A cover sheet guideline for participating staff was

included with each questionaire schedule (Appendix B)g
All questionaires were adminstrated within a three week period of
time.

During this time period one of the nursing care facilities
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changed ownershipg

The effects of the change of ownership on this

study are unknown.

Another one of the facilities is currently exper

iencing uncertainty concerning the continuation of public funding and
hence possible closure.

The effects of the uncertainty on the respon

dents from this facility, and hence the effect on this study, is also
unknown.
The responses for the non-biographical section of the schedule
were cooed: 1 for strongly agree, 2 for moderately agree, 3 for neutral,
4 for moderately disagree, and 5 for strongly

disagree~

The coded

material was transferred to IBM cards and verified for computer pro
cessing.

A computer consultant suggested the Statistical Package for

the Social Sciences which includes frequences(mean, variance, and
standard deviation), crosstabulations ( chi square), and nonparametric
measures (Spearman Correlation).

F. THE RESPONSES

Respondents generally answered all of the questions with few
exceptions.

However, one of the facilities did not return a signifi

cant number of questionaires from the swing and graveyard shifts of
the health care department.
Most of the responses in all four facilities were on the positive
side of the five point scale (Appendix D).
had few negative responses.

Nursing home A in particular

However, the degree of positive responses

varies between the homes as indicated by the percentages.
Two of the four facilities seemed more free to respond with option
al comments with 20.5 percent and 24g2 percent submitting comments
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compared to the 9.1 percent for the other two facilities.

Comments

varied greatly from congratulating this researcher on obtaining a
master degree to explaining the reason for answering a question a
certain way, to giving additional information about the nursing home.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS

A.

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

Frequencies, crosstabulations, and non-parametric correlations
were computed, using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences,
for the purpose of determining relationships and significance among
variables.
First the data was examined in terms of frequencies: mean, the
arithmatic average of the responses to each question; variance, the
dispersion of the responses about the mean; and standard deviation, the
dispersion of the responses about the mean (the square root of the
variance).

The data reveals facility A reports a high degree of homo

geniety in answering the questions, the variance is quite low (Table 1).
Only two of the thirteen questions have a variance of 1 .000 or over on
an answering scale of one to five

The average response to most of

g

the questions was moderately agree

g

Moderately agree to neutral was

the average response regarding general satisfaction here, people capable
of decisions here, leadership allows input, friendly atmosphere here,
and people get along well here.

The average response in this facility

was neutral to moderately disagree regarding perception of leadership
as autocratic.

A marked distinction between the perceived leadership

style is not indicated, but rather a gradual gradation from perceived
laissez-faire leadership with a mean of 2g091 (moderately agree), to
perceived democratic leadership with a mean of 2.182 (moderately agree),
to perceived leadership allows input with a mean of

2~4oo

(moderately

agree to neutral), to perceived autocratic leadership with a mean of
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Table 1:

Home A Frequencies

n!'!'22
Variable

Mean

General Satisfaction Here

2.273

.303

• 550

Satisfaction Way Treated Here

1.955

.426

.653

Perceived Laissez-fairs Leadership

2.091

.153

.868

Perceived Democratic Leadership

2.182

1.013

1.oct>

Perceived Leadership Allows Input

2.400

.989

.995

Perceived Autocratic Leadership

3.500

1.405

1.185

People Capable of Making Decisions

2.238

.)90

.625

People Don't Want Responsibility

2.136

.695

.834

People Capable of Decisions Here

2.591

.129

.854

FriendlY Atmosphere Hera

2.409

.348

.590

People Get Along Well Here

2.6)6

.119

.848

Philosophy of Hanagel1l3nt
Oriented to People

2.00

.667

.816

Feel Treated as a Person

2.091

.468

.684

Variance

S.D •

Coded l=stro~gly agree, 2=~oderately agree,)=neutral,4=moderately
disagree, 5=strongly dis2gree
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3.500 (neutral to moderately disagree)e
Nursing home B reveals a lower degree of homogeniety in answering
the questions than does facility A (Table 2)g

Six of the thirteen

questions have a variance of 1 .000 or over on a scale of answers of
one to five.

The average response in facility B to eight of the

thirteen questions was strongly agree to moderately agree.

The average

response was strongly agree to satisfaction with the way treated here,
philosophy of the management is oriented to people, and feel treated
as a person here o

Moderately agree to neutral was the average response

to people don't want responsibility.

Nursing home B respondents

perceived leadership as allowing input before making the final decision
himself with a mean of 1.698 (strongly agree to moderately agree),
perceived democratic leadership with a mean of 1.744 (moderately agree),
perceived laissez-faire leadership with a mean of 1 .795( moderately
agree), and perceived autocratic leadership with a mean of 4.093
(moderately disagree)Q
Nursing home C has even less agreement in answering the questions
than does either facility A or B (Table

3).

Nine of the thirteen

questions have variances of over 1.000 on a scale of answers of one
to five.

Again the average of the responses is moderately agree with

the exceptions of perceived autocratic leadership and people don't
want responsibility.

As with nursing home A, perceived leadership styles

are ranked from laissez-faire with a mean of 2.00 (moderately agree),
to democratic with a mean of 2.045 (moderately agree), to leadership
allows input before making decisions with a mean of 2.182 (moderately
agree), to autocratic leadership with a mean of 3.864 (moderately
disagree) •

2 t~

Table 2:

Home B Frequencies

n~

Variance

S.D.

Variable

Me an

General Satisfaction Here

1.727

.668

.817

Satisfaction \vay Treated Here

1.295

.353

.594

Perceived Laissez-faire Leadership

1.795

1.097

1.047

Perceived Democratic Leadership

1.744

1.385

1.177

Pe rceived leadership Allows Input

1.698

1.264

1.124

Perceived Autocratic Leadership

4.093

1.753

1.324

People Capable of l1aking Decisions

2.070

.590

.768

Pe ople Don It vlant Responsibility

2.341

1.486

1.219

People Capable of Decisions Here

2.233

1.087

1.0~3

Friend q- Atmospoore Here

1.614

.429

.655

People Get Along We 11 He re

1.860

.551

.743

Philosophy of Manageroo nt
Oriented to People Ii3re

1.182

.292

.540

Feel Treated as a Person Here

1.273

.389

.624

Coded 1=stror.gl y agree, 2=rnoderately agree, 3=neutral, 4=moderately
5=strongly disagree

disa~ree,

2~

Table 3:

Home C Frequencies

n~2

Variable

Mean

Variance

S.D.

General Satisfaction Here

2.091

1.039

1.019

Satisfaction Way Treated Hare

1.909

1.325

1.151

Perceived Laissez-faire Leadership

2.00

1.333

1.155

Perceived Democratic leadership

2.045

1.284

1.133

2.182

1.584

1.259

Perceived Autocratic Leadership

3.864

1.)61

1.161

People Capable of Making Decisions

2.091

.994

.971

People Don't Want Responsibility

2.127

.910

.985

People Capable of Decisions Here

2.136

.190

.889

Friend 4r Atmosphe re Here

1.909

.848

.921

People Get Along We 11 Here

2.00

1.238

1.113

Philosophy of Hanagel1l3nt
Oriented to People Here

1.909

1.039

1.019

Feel Treated as a Person Hare

1.955

1.093

1.0h6

Perceived Leadership

A11~s

I nput

Coded l=strongly ag ree , 2=moder~tely agree, 3=neutral, 4--moderately
disagree; 5=strvngly d isa~ree
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Nursing home D has even less consensus in ansuering the questions
than any of the other facilities in this study (Table

4).

Variance in

twelve of the t hir teen questions is over 1.000 and variance on one
question is over 2.000 on a scale of one to five.

The ave rage response

to most questions is moderately agree to neutral.

Perceived leadership

styles are ranked from laissez-faire with a mean of 2.188

(moderate~

agree), to leadership allows input with a mean of 2.485 (moderate~
agree to neutral), to democratic with a moan of 2.515

(moderate~

agree to neutral), to autocratic with a mean of 3.485 (neutral to
moderately disagree).
The second and third portions of the computer program examined the
data for cross tabulations (chi square ), checking if a relationship
exists between two variables; and non-parametric correlations
Correlation), checking the strength of a relationship (Table

(Spearrr~n

5).

In

two of t he four facilities a relationship exists at the .05 level of
significance between the general satisfaction of the staff and the
staff perceiving the leadership style as democratic.

In these two

facilities this relationship between satisfaction of the staff and
perceived democrat ic leadership is statistically significant in strength
at the .05 level of significance

0

In three of the four facilities a

re lationship exists between staff satisfaction in the way they are
treated at the facility and the staff I s perception of the leadership
style as democratic.

In these three facilities the relationship between

the staff IS satisfaction in the way they are treated and the staff' I s
perception of the leadership as democratic is statistically significant
in terms of the strength of the relationship.

2~1

Tabla 4:

Home D Frequencies

n~35

Variable

Mean

Variance

S.D.

General Satisfaction Here

2.455

1.568

1.252

Satisfaction \vay Treated Here

1.819

1.235

1.111

Perceived Lais sez-faire leadership

2.188

1.577

1.256

Perceived Democratic Leadership

2.515

1.158

1.326

Pe rceived leadership Allows Input

2.485

2.010

1.439

Perceived Autocratic Leadership

3.485

1.e83

1.312

People Capable of Making Decisions

2.219

.951

.915

People Don't Want Responsibility

2.516

1.191

1.092

People Capable of Decisions Here

2.091

1.213

1.128

Atmosphere Here

2.129

1.249

1.118

People Get Alone Well Here

2.212

1.291

1.139

Philosopl'\Y of Hanage ment
Oriented to Pe opla Here

2.091

1.835

1.355

Feel Treated as a Person Here

2.091

1.335

1.156

Friend~

Coded l=strongly agree, 2=moder~tely agree , 3=neutral,
disagree, 5=strongly disagree

4=moderat~ly
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A relationship exists in two of the four nursing homes between
general satisfaction of the staff and philosophy of the management is
oriented to people.

This relationship is statistically significant in

terms of the strength of the relationship.

General satisfaction and

f eeling t r eated as a person indicated a relationship exists in three
of the four nursing homes.

This relationship is statistically signi

ficant in terms of the strength of the relationship.

Staff's

satis

faction with the way they are treated and the perceived philosophy of
the management as being oriented to people is a significant relationship
in three of the four nursing homes.
is statistically significant.

The strength of this relationship

The staff's satisfaction with the way

they are treated and feeling treated as a person is a significant rela
tionship in all of the facilities.

The strength of this relationship

is statistically significant in all of the nursing homes in this stuqy.
The staff's perception of the leadership as democratic and their
perception of the philosophy of management is oriented to people is a
significant relationship in all of the facilities.

This relationship

is significantly strong statistically in three of the four fac·i lities.
The staff's perception of the leadership as democratic and feeling
treated as a person is significant in three of the four facilitiese
The relationship is significantly strong.
Several other styles of leadership significantly correlate with
general satisfaction, satisfaction with way treated, management
philosophy, and treated as a person (Appendix E).

However, none of

the leadership styles are as consistent in terms of the existence and
strength of relationships, with the variables listed above, as is the
democratic style of leadershipo

Although three of the four homes
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Table

5: Crosstabs and Non-parametric Corre lations

Vari~ble

Chi Square

Spearman

Home A, n.22

General Satisfaction/De mocratic Leadership
Satisfaction Treated/Democratic Leadership

4 .71429
12.6782J;,{

.3265
.5945*

General Satisfaction/ Management
General Satisfaction/Treated as
Satisfaction treated/Management
Satisfaction Treated/Treated as

6.875
5.2381
7.84959
17 .08526"i~-

.5271*
.3385
.4533-r.
.5333*

17.08929r,
12 .!'~6667

.8149'r.
.6561

21.80977i'r
44.00781ii

.3522*
• 7708i~

2.7360

.1076
.2916*

PhilosopQy
Person
Philosopqy
Person

Democratic Leadership/Management Philosophy
Democratic leadership/Treated as Person
Hone B,

n~

General Satisfaction/Democratic Leadership
Satisfaction Treated/Democratic Leadership
General Satisf action/Management
General Satisfaction/Treated as
Satisfaction Treated/Management
Satisfaction Treated/Treat ed as

Philosophy
Person
Philosophy
Person

30.2628~:-

13 .17965*

.41~

59.49714{~

.6422*

Democratic Leadership/Management Philosophy 57.68973*
47.68845*
Democratic Leadership/Treated as Person

.4559*
.7185*

*These figures applied to a standardized table at certain degrees of
freedom are significant at a .05 level.
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Table S: Crosstabs and Non-parametric Correlations
Variab l e

Chi Square

Spe arman

Home C, ns22

General Satisf action/Democratic Leadership 47.81481*
Satisfaction Treated/Democratic Leadership 46. 2*

.6696*
.6990*

Philosophy 22.~~
Person
23.3750*
Philosophy 22.69661*
Person
41.8(Y~·

.599(»
.,202*

Democratic Leadership/Manage ment Philosophy 26.705'~
De mocratic Leadership/Treated as Person
28.16628{~

.3392
.615C*

General Satisfaction/Management
General Satisfaction/Treated as
Satisfaction Treated/Management
Satisfaction Treated /Treated as

.4752{~

.841B*

Home D, n::35

Gene ral Sat isfact ion/Democrat ic Leadership 24.15417
Satisfaction Treated/Democratic leadership 24.08369

.376(Y)~

.3775*

Philosophy 65.21181*
Person
55.93561*
Philosophy 64.89583*
Person
76.08283*

.5401*
.5843*
.532&*
.7491*

Democratic Leadership/Management Philosophy 27.27185*
Democratic Leadership/Treated as Person
27.10603*

.3181*
.5973*

General Satisfaction/Manageme nt
Gener al Satisfac t ion/Treated as
Satisfaction Treated/Management
Satisfaction Treated/Treated as

figures applied to a standardized table at certain degrees
of freedom are significant at a .05 Level.

~-lJ:'hese

II

perceived leadership as being a laissez-faire style, democratic
leadership has more frequent and stronger relationship with these
variables.
In summary, the major findings are:
1.

Staff satisfaction about the way they are treated is positively

correlated to staff's perception of the leadership style as democratic.
2.

Staff satisfaction about the way they are treated is positively

correlated to staff's pe rception of the philosophy of the management
as being oriented to people.

3.

The staff's satisfaction with the way they are treated is

positively correlated to feeling treated as a person with feelings.

4. The staff's perception of leadership as democratic is
positively correlated to staff's perception of the philosophy of
management as oriented to people.

5a Staff's perception of the leadership style as democratic is
positively correlated to staff feeling treated as a person.

B.

LIMITATIONS

An in-depth review of the literature revealed no research on
staff satisfaction or patient satisfaction as related to leadership
style in nursing care facilities.

Hence this study is an attempt to

apply industrial/business attitude survey questions to a social service
setting.

Ideas were borrowed from a number of different studies.

pretest was done.

No

As a result this researcher was unaware until the

completion of the study that the questions on leadership

style do not
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clearly delineate between different styles of leadership.

Differences

in the degree of perceived leadership styles can be observed in the
results, but not a clear distinction.
Issues other than leadership styles which might relate to staff
satisfaction were not examined in this study.

For example, pay scales,

employee benefits, physical surroundings, and hours worked were not
considered in this study.

Organizational issues such as lines of

communication, clarity of job roles, grievance proceedures, training
proceedures, lines of authority, lines of responsibility, and methods
of motivation were not examined.
The nursing care facilities portrayed in this study are not neces
sarily representative of nursing homes in generalg

This researcher

suspects the four nursing homes in this study are generally above
average in terms of services delivered and working conditions for the
staff.

The findings cannot therefore be indiscriminately applied to

all nursing homes.

The responses are probably skewed in a positive

direction.
As already mentioned, two of the facilities used were undergoing
changes at the time the data was collected.

The effects of these

changes on this study is unknown.

C.

SUGGESTIONS FUR FURTHER RESEARCH

This study indicates that democratic leadership is positively
correlated with staff satisfaction in four nursing home settings.
Unfortunately this study was unable to examine the relationship of
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patient satisfaction and leadership style and the relationship of
patient satisfaction and staff satisfaction as originally intended.
With this additional information some comments could be made concerning
leadership style and service delivery systems as perceived by recep
ients.

This researcher strongly suspects a positive correlation

between democ ratic leadership style and patient satisfaction and
between staff satisfaction and patient satisfaction in nursing care
facilities.
Several theoreticians support this viewpoint.

Whitehead s uggests

and Barlow agrees, "an efficient service for the elderly can be develop
ed with the pres ent facilities, provided someone in each area commits
himself to its organization, and utilizes techniques that result in
other staff becoming involved and committ ed.

These include breaking

down narrow concepts of role, the use of regular staff meetings where
information can

be exchanged, fears and anxieties ventilated and an

opportunity provided for everyone to

contribute,

couple~

with an

organization which allows staff to implement their own ideas and be
responsible for them. ,,26 Whitehead

continues to say that with author

itarian style of leadership, "patients are always seriously affected.
Their freedom is liable to restriction, deviant behavior is punished,
ill-usage covered up,

out~ated

methods of treatment continued, and ,_: _

all the conditions productive of institutional neurosis fostered. ,,27
Tobin adds to t his by writing, "the administrative hierarchy
26Anthony Whitehead, In Service of Old Age: the Welfare of
pSYfhOgeriatric Patients, (Baltimore, Maryland: Penguin Books, 1970),
p.

46.
27~,p.25.
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also influ.ences tHe interactions of staff and rcs _Ldent.
relC'..tionsuip

bet,.~een

The worki ng

director and a:3sociate director, for CXCl iilplc,

j s

usually perceived, or felt by Lie re;sidE;nt and t .U3 inf-l. uences ti w ir
interpersonal int0ractions.

':rIlE: nf:;W re~ide:;-It will usuall y learn ttle

network of these sta ff relationsuips tllrougll t i le old er residents with
whom tlley tend to rel a te as siblings e

Tnis learning is part of tIlE:

initial adaption process in whicll the new resident is taught 'who is
who' and how to r elate to a variety of authority figur8s.,,28
Barnes ,'[rites, "•• • an organizational system ilelps or !linders an
individual to meet his s elf-esteem needs by tlle extent of autonomy a nd
fref:;dom it provides on t!le job"

It affects ottwr-esteera by

in WIjich influence relationsilips ·:lre structured .. \129

tu8 ...."lays

Shore would agree

with this and suggest patients of nursing homE:s b e accorded sil1lilar
autonomy and freedom"

~horc

cites a nursing carF';

fClCj

J ity where

"opportunities are sougnt w:nere a Group of residents can think, discuss,
plan, decide, act and evaluate together for td e purpose of attacking
and solving a common problem affecting their lives"nJO
Anoth er issue for further research involves excunining tdC at ti
tudes of administrators and supervisors in t e rms of their impact on
trle quality of social service"

Kll.rtz states, IIquality of service

rye

~-

ShE-ldon S" Tobin, t'Understanding t :18 :E lderlylt in Nursins and
Retirement dome Administration, edited by H. Lee Jacobs and \\oodrow We
lo rris, (Ames, IOv/a: Iowa StatE: University Press, 1966), p.7 ..
29Pigors and hyers,

Pg 1670

JOHerbert H" Shore, uResident Participation in iJleal Planning", in
SelE:cted Articles on Nursing Homes, (Washington, D"C e : U.S. Departme nt
of H.L.W", 1960), p~ 1450
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dl,pends morE; upon a t ti tu.des and b cllci'S (partl e Lll i~.rly t. i(; at -Li L"dt;~ .:lEd
belief::: of' tl1e leaders, execJtive, supcTvisors , and l.Jroi'8ssional work
ers) tlJan upor. efficiency of opc:;ration, important

,10

efJ'iclency may

~ et

bet 1131 Hooper also reports, "••• tile administrator does ;r.uch to

tone of a nursing nome..

the

His 2.ttit.ldE an d reactlons t o t: .e patients will

usually carryove r to tfle staff..

If t,.i(; administrator is concerned

about tile patient as an individual for example - actlng as a catalyst
in st.llaulating tl,C physician-in-cnarge, the nurses, and any ottler
paramedical personnel (such as part-time pnysical tfH~rapist "JOrting
towal'd tne rehabiiitation of a stroke patient), til ~ morale of t rle entire
nursing home vri.ll improve..

If, on tue ottler [land, he regards the

patients only as a source of income and allowc, tnem merely to

I

exist I

.J.nd Dot to 'liVE- I, tIle general atmosphere will be one of depression
and d E- spair..

~ucn

an attitude is detrimental, nOG only to ti-le patients

but also to tIle staff, who would ratn c r work in

rr~ore

pleasant and

nopeful surroundings .. "]
A trlird issu e to research is t ilS.t style of lcacersllip within an
organization will tend to be

11orrlog~nou5.

Littercr states, if IIhigh

executives in an organization decide, consciously or unconsciously,
tllat it is not good for subordinates to get involved in decision
making, this info rmation probably ltdll permc:ate tllt organization
q:.rickly, and also act as a g uide for subordinJ.te f.lanac£ ers in choosing

J1Russel d .. L\Urtz, "Administration of ;jocial I~g cnciesn in Social
Hork Yearbook, (New York: Nati onal Association of 20cial Vvorkers,
19)7) pe 76 .
]2Langdon Hooper, CarE:; of tile Nursing i1ofi:e Pa ti(;nt, (Boston; Lit.tle,

Brown and Company, 1967), p .. 11-12"
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their own immediate leadership styles.

The result will be that the

leadership _practices within the organization probably will tend to be
homogenoUSe,,33
A fourth issue that suggests research is the theory that peer
group interaction of staff is positively correlated with meeting the
clients' needs over meeting proceedural demands. 34
A final research issue is the theory that staff harmony will have
a positive effect on residents of nursing homes.

Baumgarten Jr. writes,

"hostility between staff members will be reflected in fear or emotional
disturbances by patients. ,,35

Actually any further research involving

patient and staff satisfaction in nursing homes or client and staff
satisfaction in any social service delivery system would be beneficial
and help fill a void in the literature.

D.

IMPLICATIONS

The message is clear, "the most effective way to get (positive)
results in any organization is to work
them. ,,36

~

people rather than through

In this study the positive results are limited to staff

satisfaction.

Hopefully further research will allow comments concern

ing leadership style and positive results in terms of service delivery
systems.

The message of working with people rather than through them

33Litterer,p. 39.

3~lihu Katz and Brenda Danet, Bureaucracy and the Public, (New
York: Basic Books Inc., 1973), p. 168.
35Baumgarten, Jr., p. 135.
3tpigors and Myers, p. 10.
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in this researcher's opinion can also be applied to nursing home resi
dents.

Situations can be created where patients can make decisions

and have input into nursing homes.
What are the implications for practice?

The hope of this study

is to create an awareness that leadership styles have an impact on staff
satisfaction and perhaps on patient satisfaction.

Based on knowledge

choices can be made to further the best interests of staff and residents
of nursing homes.
Professionals working in nursing homes, especially social work
consultants, can assist the facility in moving toward a more democratic
style of leadership for staff and patients.

Whitehead states, "the

health service needs both worker and patient participation if it is
ever to overcome its present difficulties and develop into a humane
public service.,,37

The same statement, in the opinion of this researcher,

can be made concerning nursing care facilities.

37whitehead, p. 22.
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Length of Time with Agency
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grade
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teens

Age

20's
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(9. 1)
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(9~1)

(9.1) (22.7)
)0'5
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11
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L·::r.eth of Tirrie wi th Agency
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grade
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7
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~or Sc~edule

Statement of Pu rpose
The purpose of this questionaire is to collect data related
to organizational structure, staff satisfaction, and client/patient
satisfaction.

The study is being conducted, with the permission of

your administrator, to collect data for a master's practicua in social
work.
Method
Some people here will be asked to complete th11 questionaire
and some people will not be asked.

For statistical reasons you have

been randomly selected to fill out this questionaire.

In order for the

study to be successful it is very important that you take a few minutes
right now to complete this questionaire.

When you have completed the

questionaire fold it, put it into the envelope supplied for this purpose,
a~d

seal the envelope.

Return the envelope as designatedo

Confidentiality
No one will know which questionaire is yours.

Each individual's

questionaire will be confidential and the end results will be shown in
· compiled scores of many individuals.

Each service delivery agency used

in this study will remain confidential.

C
Jntervi t=<.: ,::; chedule
J-\~? :;:\JDIX

Please read each question carefully and then select the an.war that beat
describes
1.

JOlh

Circle that answer.

MJ position in

Your ansvers are confidential.

th11 .~ney is that of --- adMinistrator(11)

supervisor( 12)
professional starr(lJ)
nonprofessional staff(14)
client/patient(15)
2.

My

length of association with this agency is - 
less than 2 month.(21)
over 2 months to 6 .anths(22)
over 6 months to 1 year(2J)
over 1 year to 5 years(24)
over 5 years(25)

J.

The highest level of education I completed is ---

(J1)

grade school(J2)
OED or high school(JJ)
vocational school()4)
bachelors

degree,colle~(JS}

masters degree, collep(J6)
other __________________--

4.

I am in MY 
late teens (41 )

sixties (46)

tventies(42)

seventies (4?)

thirtlea(4J)

eighties (48)

forties (44)

ninties(49)

fifti •• (45)

hundreds

44
In this section please splect the answer that best describes how you feel
and circle that answer.

SA.STRONGLY AGREE

MA-MODERATELY AGREE

MD.MODERATELY DISAGREE

5.

N.NEUTRAL

SD.STRONGLY DISAGREE

Taking all things together I am well satisfied with the way things are

here o

6.

Please answer all the questions.

5A(51)

SA(81)

5A(91)

MD(64) 5D(65)

MA(72)

N(7J}

MD(74}

5D(75}

MA(82)

N(83)

MD(84)

SD(85)

MA(92)

N(93)

MD(94)

SD(95)

I feel I am not encouraged to give my opinion on decisions concerning
5A(101) MA(102) N(10J) MD(l04) SD(105)

me .

110

N(6J)

I feel I am encouraged to have an equal voice in making decisions concerning

me .

10.

MA(62)

I feel I am encouraged to give my opinion before decisions concerning me

a r e made by someone else.

9.

MD(54) 50(55)

I feel I am encouraged to make my own decisions here.

SA(71)

8.

N(5J)

All things considered I feel well satisfied about how I am treated here.
5A(61)

7.

MA(52)

People are usually capable of making good suggestions regarding decisions

that affect themo

SA(111) MA(112) N(113) MD(114) SD(115}

45

120

It's hard to get people to take responsibility.

5A(121} KA(122} N(123} MD(124} 5D(125}

13.

Most people are capable of directing and controlling what they do here.

5A(131} MA(132) N(133) MD(1)4} 5D(135)

14.

A very friendly atmosphere prevails among the people here.
5A(141) MA(142) N(143) MD(144} 5D(1 45)

15.

People get along with each other very well here.

5A(151) MA(152) N(153) MD(154) 5D(155)

16.

The philosophy of our management emphasizes such traits as kindness,

conSideration, fairness, feelings, and service.

SA(161) MA(162) N(163) MD(164} 5D(165)

17.

I feel I am treated as a person with feelings here.
5A(171) MA(172) N(173) MD(174) 5D(175)

Cc:.ments:
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Home A

Respo~ses

and Percentages

n=22
Variab1e
General

Satisfactio~

1

0

22

5
(22.7)

4
lJ
(59.1)(18.2)

0

0

22

0

0

c... £ .

1

0

22

C

20

(.

22

7

(J1.B)
8

(J6.4)
Ferceived Leadership

Allo~s

Input

c:

../

(25.)
Perceived Autocra.tic Leadership

.....

£.

6

9

Gapab ~ e

of Kaking Decisions 2

(9.5)
Peo~le

Don' t

-~',! a~ :

t Respor.s i t~ 1 i ty

t

(18.2)
People Capable of uecisio:1s Eere

2

(9.1)

Friendly Atmosphere Here
Feople Get Along

~e]l

Here

1

(4.5)
1
(4,,5)

Philosophy of Management
Orie nted to People
Feel Treated as a Person

7

(31.8)
4

(:8.2)

..,1')

("'''''~\(''''Q\
.:. ( • ../) "Ltv • ;I J

1
'"
.v

""')

(13.6)(45.5)
4

Q
-'

(?O
) r,c:..J • '\)
~J
.

..

(\
, I

(9.1 )

People

total

0

Perceived Laissez-faire Leadership
Leadersh~p

SD

14
7
«()).6) (J1.8)

U~.5

Ferceived Democratic

HD

)

Here

Satisfaction T..·;ay Trea ted Eere

N

YLLt

SA

\

-..-

11
(50.)

:2

3
(57.1)(3J.3)
13
3
(59.1)(13.6)
8

9

(36.4)(~O.9)

11

10
(50.) (45.5)

9
(40 g

10
9)(45.5)

8

7
(9+.5)(27.3)
12

6

I . ~\(?n
(r.:,)'-1"
• ..J I ..... ( •

(4.5)
2
(10.)
3
(l).e)

(1')7
"'\
£. , . ) )

c

r;

21

'"

0

22

3

0

22

0

<.

22

1

22

£.

(9.1)
(13.6)

1
(4.5)

(4.5)

0

0

22

0

0

22

~)

_I

Coded SD=Strongly Agree, HD=l-1odera te ly Agree, N=:--Jeu tra 1, l1D=Hode 1"8 tely
Disagree, SD=Strongly Jisagree
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HOMe B Responses and Percentqges

n-=--44
'/;.J,riable
Jeneral Satisfaction Here

SA

i/:f\

:.J

19

21

1

(43.2) (47.7) (2.3)
Sa tisfac tion

'\~'ay

Trea t.ed Here

33

(75,)
Ferceived Laissez-faire Leadership 22

(50.)
Perceived Democratic Leadership

26

10
1
(22.7) (2.3)
14

3D

Total

3

c

44

o

'v'

L~4

2

44

(6.8)

1

c.

..J

(31.8)(11. 4 )
10

Vl)

(2.3)
4

1

('\

(4.5 )
2

(9.3)

4.7)

F'ercei ved Leadership Allo'v!s Input 27
9
1
5
(62.8) (20.9) (2e3) (11.6)

(2.3)

(60.5) (23.3) (2.3)

Perceived Autocratic Leadership

'1

(7.)
People Capable of !-laking Decisions
Feople Don't ', /ant Ii.esponsibi J i.ty

4

Cap~ble

of Decisions Here

Friendly Atmosphere qere

10

22

~e l l

Here

Philosophy of Management
Oriented to feople

Feel Treated as a ferson

3

3
(7. )

5

(6.8) (11.4)

43

26
(hO.S)

43

o

4)

4
9·.1 )

44

1

4'1

a
2
G'+
"
(4.'7)
(20.9) C~S.8)

7
(16.3)

(2.3 )

19

o

o

44

1

o

4J

o

o

44

1

o

44

,..".

21

(47.7)
Feople Get Along

c;

./

8
27
5
(18.6) (62.8)(11.6)
(22.7) (SO.)

People

c.

..J

(9.3)(11.6) (11.6)

43

( /.1 "<./ . 2 )\

4
/\. 9 1 ')

.

:LJ.
22
6
(32.6) (51.2)(14.)
38

5

1

35

7

1

j

(2.3)

(86.4) (11.4) (2.3)
(79~5)

(15.9) (2.3)

(2.3)

Coded SD=Stror!f1y Agree, l';,A=Hoderately Agree, :!J=~eutral, MD=Hoderately

Disagree, SD=Strongly Disagree
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Home C Responses :J!id

Pcrce!1.t?J~ 7-?S

n:.::22
V;1Y'~

able

General

;v'_it

SA
Sat~Jfaction

6
11
3
(27.3) (50.) (13.6)

Eere

Sa t,isfaction \'ay Trp-1 ted (Jere

8

10

(45.5) ()6.4)
Perceived laissez-faire

1\

I~adership

9

R

1
(4~5)

2

(40.9) (36.4) (9.1)
Perceived Democratic Leader3hip

9

8

1' 4'
(4'"u •.'0\)
/
(3 Q.

2
10
,\
\.. / • 1 )

~'iD

1

(4.5)
2

(9.1)
2

(9.1)
2

fq
\.. , • 1)

Perceived leadershjo Allows Innut
8
f
1
4
.
(36,J~) (]6.4) (4.)) (18.2)

Ferceived Autocratic Leadershin
,
':~ople

Capable of ?v1aking Dec} sions

1

2

(4.5)

6

11

(27.3) (se.)
;'ecple Dor-'t

·:.~ar;t

?Asponsibi}j.ty

1

4

10

2

(9.1)
6

(4.5) (45.5)(27.3)
Feoi-:le Capable of Decisi ons Eere

Friendly .{ tmosphere :lere

5
11
(22.7) (SO.)
7

7

(9.1)(18.?) (3j .8)

12

4

(lR~2)

2

3

~ell ~ere

8

10

1

(36.4) (45.5) (4.5)
Philosophy of !·1anagement
n'
te
do
t k'eop
n
1e
Grlen
Feel Treated as a Person

10
(4c:../ • ..J I

c,

9

6

4

(-'"'''''3''(1°2\
\.:. (..
)
J..:).)

8

2

1

T;)ta~..

22

(4.5)
1

22

(4.5)
1

22

(~.5)

1

(4 _1c)

22

~.

1
(4.5)

8

22

22

(J6.4)

0

22

1

22

(lJ.~)

4
(18.2)

2

(9~1)

0

()1.8) (54.5) (9.1)
People Get Along

3D

(4.5)
0

22

1

22

(4.5)
2

(9.1)
2

1

22

(4.5)
0

22

0

22

(q1\
, .. 1. )

3

(40.9) (36.4) (9.1) (1).6)
Coded SD=Strongl y Agree, H.l\=jv:oder~'tely Agree, N=Neutral, rm=Hoderately
Disagree, SD=Stronv1y Disagree
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